Macro photography
Take close up
photographs of
everyday objects

Draw on a large scale one of the images using
charcoal.
Make a painting of one of your selected images

Regardless of what you
want to paint, it can be
helpful to have a dab of
each primary colour
plus black and white.
Position each colour
with plenty of "white
space" around it, so you
have room to mix and
the paint can spread
without getting
crowded.

KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER Abstraction and
Distortion Artist Wassily Kandinsky

Acrylic paint
Cold colours
Cadmium red
Cobalt blue
Cadmium lemon yellow
Warm colours
Permanent Magenta
Cadmium yellow
Ultra marine
Painting with thick and
thin brushes
Practise mixing tints –
adding white
Tones - Adding black or
blue

what you need to produce
1. 2 artist research sheets on
Abstract artists. To include 3
printed images of their work
with titles and dates,
information on the artists and
your own opinions. Make
comparisons with two artists
2. 4/5 studies of abstract artist
work.
3. One large A2 charcoal study
4. 6 MACRO photographs of
objects printed off
5. One detailed study of one of
your photographs in pencil or
coloured pencils
6. One painting in acrylic paint

Self Study
Choose 2 of the following to complete.
1. Draw a group of objects in pencil, using a variety of tones. On A4. Cut
up and weave like the one we have done in class Take a small section
and redraw onto A4 paper Use colour to make an abstract piece of
work.
2. Draw a small object like a paper clip, button,
part of a shoe and make it really large. Use colour
3. Make a collage of part of one of the above pieces
of work you have already produced.

Resources
Use
Pinterest
Youtube
5. Make an abstract sculpture based on an object
you have drawn and simplified

